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Abstract
In this paper we discuss several methods used to evaluate the XTAG parser and English grammar. We consider the methods proposed

in the literature for grammar and parser evaluation, and give some empirical reasons for electing to use certain methods over others. We
propose a general framework for evaluation, which is then used to evaluate the English grammar and parser developed as part of the
XTAG project. We describe methods to evaluate and extend the coverage and performance of both the grammar and parser.

1. Introduction

A parsing system can be evaluated along different di-
mensions ranging from grammatical coverage to average
number of parses produced to average number of correct
constituents in a parse produced by a system. Given this
variety of metrics, there have been a number of proposals
for evaluating parsing systems. A comprehensive survey of
parsing metrics is provided in [Briscoeet al., 1996]. In
this paper we first discuss some of the methods proposed
in the literature for grammar and parser evaluation and give
some empirical reasons why we chose to use certain meth-
ods over others. We then propose a general framework for
parser evaluation. Finally, we discuss the use of some of
these methods to evaluate and extend the coverage and per-
formance of the grammar and parser developed as part of
the XTAG project.

We group the proposals for evaluation into three classes:

1. extrinsic,

2. intrinsic, and

3. comparative

We will discuss each of these approaches in turn.

2. Intrinsic Evaluation

Intrinsic evaluationmeasures the performance of a pars-
ing system in the context of the framework in which it is
developed. This kind of evaluation is applicable to both
grammar-based and statistical parsing systems, and helps
system developers and maintainers to measure the perfor-
mance of successive generations of the system. For grammar-
based systems, intrinsic evaluation helps identify the short-
comings and weaknesses in the grammar, and provides a
direction for productive development of the grammar. For
statistical parsers, intrinsic evaluation provides a measure
of performance of the underlying statistical model and helps

to identify needed improvements. Since the evaluation is
performed in the context of the framework that the pars-
ing system is developed in, the metrics used for intrinsic
evaluation can be made sensitive to the features and output
representations of the parsing system.

Approaches to intrinsic evaluation can be divided into
test suite-based and corpus-based methods. The corpus based
methods are further divided into those which use annotated
data and those which use unannotated data. In the sections
that follow, we review each metric and discuss its strengths
and weaknesses. Once any of the following evaluation pro-
tocols have been performed, the results can be compared
with the results of other systems on the same test-suites
or corpora. However, unlike the “comparative evaluation”
techniques discussed in Section below, it will rarely be the
case that such results are directly comparable across sys-
tems.

Test suite-based EvaluationIn this traditional method of
parsing system evaluation, a list of sentences for each
syntactic construction that is covered and not covered
by the grammar is maintained as a database [Alshawi
et al., 1992; Groveret al., 1993; XTAG-Group, 1995;
Oepenet al., forthcoming]. The test suite is used to
track improvements and verify consistency between
successive generations of grammar development in a
system. Although this method of evaluation has been
mostly used for hand-crafted grammars, it could also
be used to track the improvements in performance of
statistical parsers from changes in the underlying sta-
tistical model. The advantage of this method of eval-
uation is that it is relatively straightforward and the
information provides a direction for improving the
system. The disadvantage is that it does not quantify
how the performance of a parsing system would scale
up when parsing unrestricted text data.

Unannotated Corpus-based EvaluationThese methods use
unrestricted texts as corpora for evaluating parsing
systems. The corpora consist of sentences which are
not annotated with any linguistic information. One
example of this method is measuringcoveragewhich
is a measure of the percentage of sentences in the



corpus that can be assigned one or more parses by
a parsing system [Briscoe and Carroll, 1995; Doran
et al., 1994]. It is a weak measure since it does not
guarantee that the analysis found is indeed the correct
one. A similar metric is that ofAverage Parse Base
(APB) [Black et al., 1993a] which is defined as the
geometric mean of the number of analysis divided by
the number of input tokens in each sentence parsed.
This metric provides a method of predicting the av-
erage number of parses that a parsing system would
produce for a sentence of lengthn tokens. The metric
is useful in comparing different versions of a pars-
ing system that is under development, when tested
on the same data. The disadvantage is that the metric
does not measure the performance of correct anal-
ysis provided by the system and systems that have
very low coverage would perform very well on this
measure. Also, this metric cannot be used for cross-
system comparative evaluation.

Annotated Corpus-based EvaluationThe following meth-
ods use unrestricted texts with linguistic annotation
as corpora for evaluating parsing systems. The cor-
pora consists of sentences which are annotated with
information such as Part-of-speech tags, constituency
labels, subject-verb-object triples. The annotation in
the corpus is termed as thegold standard. The use-
fulness of the following methods is dependent on the
accuracy and consistency of annotation in the gold
standard corpus. One such evaluation method is to
measuretagging accuracy, i.e accuracy of part-of-
speech and/or syntactic tagging [Church, 1988; Karls-
sonet al., 1994] output by the parser. Other methods
try to measure parsing accuracy more directly, for in-
stance, thezero crossing bracketsmeasure [Blacket
al., 1993b] counts the number of constituents that are
inconsistent with the gold standard. One can also
measure count of theexact matchof the structure
produced by the parse with that in the gold standard.
Tree similarity measures, employed by Sampson [1989],
uses a variety of metrics including the ratio of rules
correctly deployed in a derivation to all rules in that
derivation computed from the gold standard. This
method is tolerant to certain errors in the gold stan-
dard.

3. Extrinsic Evaluation

Extrinsic evaluationis possible when a parsing system
is embedded in an application and the parsing system’s con-
tribution to the overall performance of the application can
be measured. Extrinsic evaluation can be used as an in-
direct method for comparing parsing systems even if they
produce different representations for their outputs as long
as the output can be converted into a form usable by the
application in which the parser is embedded. The objec-
tive of this type of evaluation is an Adequacy Evaluation1

1See [Coleet al., 1996].

of a parser. Adequacy Evaluation involves determining the
fitness of a system for a purpose. It provides users (applica-
tion developers) information to determine whether a parser
is adequate for their particular task, and if so, whether it is
more suited than others. The result of this evaluation is a re-
port which provides comparative information of the parsers
and does not necessarily identify the best parser, thus al-
lowing the user to make an informed choice.

4. Comparative Evaluation

A third method of evaluation iscomparative evaluation.
The objective here is to directly compare the performance
of parsing systems that use different grammar formalisms
and/or different statistical models. Comparative evaluation
helps in identifying the relative strengths and weaknesses
of the systems and may suggest possibilities of combining
different approaches. However, such an evaluation scheme
requires a metric that is insensitive to the representational
differences in the output produced by different parsers. To
achieve this the metric may have to abstract away from in-
dividual representations in order to be able to directly com-
pare them. However, as a result of the abstraction process,
the strengths of representations of certain parsers might be
lost completely.

A metric that was designed with the aim of compara-
tive evaluation of parsing system, Parseval [Harrisonet al.,
1991] is an alternate mechanism of relaxing exact match
to the parse in the gold standard as the success criterion.
This scheme utilizes only bracketing information to com-
pute three figures: crossing bracket, the number of brackets
in the system’s parse that cross the treebank parse; recall,
a ratio of the number of correct brackets in the system’s
parse to the total number of brackets in the treebank parse
and precision, a ratio of the number of correct brackets in
the system’s parse to the total number of brackets in the
system’s parse. The Parseval scheme served its purpose of
providing a cross-representational evaluation metric using
which the performance of various parsers could be quanti-
fied and compared – a previously impossible task.

There have been several objections to the Parseval scheme.
In this section, we summarize some of the objections and
limitations of this scheme. First, it was observed that cross-
ing brackets measure penalizes mis-attachments more than
once [Lin, 1995]. Consider for example, the sentence (1)
with the annotation as the gold standard and the sentences
(2) and (3) as parses from two parsing systems.

(1) [She [bought [[an incredibly expensive coat] [with
[[gold buttons] and [fur lining]]]] [at [the store]]]]

(2) [She [bought [[an incredibly expensive coat] [with
[[gold buttons] and [[fur lining] [at [the store]]]]]]]]

(3) [She [bought [an incredibly expensive coat] with
[gold buttons] and [fur lining] [at [the store]]]]

Due to the mis-attachment of the phrase [at [the store]]
to the phrase [fur lining] in the parse 2, three crossing brack-
ets are created.



1. Between [[gold buttons] and [fur lining]] and [[fur
lining] [at [the store]]]

2. Between [with [[gold buttons] and [fur lining]]] and
[[gold buttons] and [[fur lining] [at [the store]]]]

3. Between [[an incredibly expensive coat] [with [[gold
buttons] and [fur lining]]]] and [[an incredibly expen-
sive coat] [with [[gold buttons] and [[fur lining] [at
[the store]]]]]]

The recall of 2 is6

10
=60% and the precision is7

10
=63.6%.

In contrast, the shallow parse in 3 with its minimal bracket-
ing has a recall of 70%, a precision of 100% and no crossing
brackets with the parse in 1. Although the parse 2 contains
more information and is closer to the intended parse 1, it
scores lower on the Parseval metric.

A second objection of the Parseval metric is that the pre-
cision measure penalizes a parser for inserting extra, possi-
bly correct, brackets, if annotation in the treebank is skele-
tal [Srinivaset al., 1995]. Consider a finer analysis of the
phrase “an incredibly expensive coat” as shown in 4.

(4) [an [incredibly expensive] coat]

Since the structure in 4 is more detailed than the struc-
ture for the phrase in 1, the analysis in 4 results in a recall
of 100% but a precision of 50%.

Due to the above mentioned limitations of the Parseval
metric, it is unclear as to how the score on this metric re-
lates to success in parsing. It is also not clear if this metric
can be used for comparing parsers with different degrees of
structural fineness since the score on this metric is tightly
related to the degree of structural detail in the gold standard.

A significant limitation of the Parseval metric is that it
has not been designed to evaluate parsers that produce par-
tial parses. A partial parser could potentially produce con-
stituents/chunks that may not be connected in a complete
tree. In cases where an attachment of a constituent is hard
to make, it might be equally useful to leave the constituent
unattached than to force the parser to always attach it to
some node. However, the bracket representation used by
Parseval is inadequate for representing disconnected trees.
In the bracket notation, there is an implicit assumption that
the unattached constituents are attached to the root of the
tree.

Another limitation of the Parseval metric is that it does
not compare analyses to parsing tasks or applications. Par-
seval computes crossing brackets, recall and precision as
a way of approximating the exact match criterion (identity
of the output parse with the gold standard parse). Perfor-
mance using the exact match criterion has a direct interpre-
tation in terms of performance on tasks that a parser may
be put to use. However, a measure that is an approximation
to the exact match criterion, such as Parseval, has a less
direct interpretation since the definition of approximation
varies from task to task. Applications that use a parser may
be interested in specific structures, Noun Phrases, Appos-
itives, Predicative Nominatives, Subject-Verb-Object rela-
tions and so on. The Parseval metricis not fine-grained

enough to evaluate parses with respect to specific syntac-
tic phenomena. It divorces the parser from the application
the parser is embedded in.

5. A General Framework for Parser
Evaluation: Our Proposal

In [Srinivas et al., 1996], we proposed an alternative
comparative parser evaluation method which overcomes the
limitations of the Parseval scheme, and which can be used
to evaluate both full and partial parsers.

In the preceding sections, we have identified two kinds
of parser evaluations – intrinsic, application independent
evaluation, and extrinsic, application dependent evaluation.
In this section, we review the general framework presented
in [Srinivaset al., 1996] called the Relation Model of parser
evaluation that allows for both kinds of evaluations. In this
framework, a parse is viewed in multiple dimensions with
each dimension expressing a relationR. A parser can be
evaluated along any one (or all) of these dimensions. A gold
standard used for evaluation is viewed as expressing one
particular relation. Performance of the parser in express-
ing the relationR is measured in terms of recall, precision
and F-measure [Appeltet al., 1993]. F-measure provides a
parameter� that can be set so as to take into account the
relative importance of recall to precision. A summary of
the evaluation framework is shown in 1.

� Let x R y represent thatx is in a relationR with
respect toy .

� Let Sgold be the relation,R, expressed in the key (an-
notated corpus).

� Let Sout be the relation,R, expressed in the output
of the parser.

� Recall =jSgold \ Sout)j/jSgoldj

� Precision =j(Sgold \ Sout)j/jSoutj

� F-Measure = ((�2 + 1) � P � R)/(�2 � P + R) where
� is the relative importance of Recall and Precision.

Figure 1: Summary of the Relation Model of Parser Evalu-
ation

A few instantiations of this general framework are as
follows: For evaluating chunks of typet wheret could be a
noun chunk, verb chunk, preposition phrase and so on;R is
defined as the relation:x startsandy endsthe chunk typet.
A similar instantiation could be used to evaluate the parser
on specific constructions. For evaluating dependencies, the
relationR is defined asx depends ony. The dependency
links could be evaluated further based on their labels.

The objective of this evaluation is to provide a measure
that can be used to compare parsers irrespective of their
output representation. Parsers are either constituency-based
or dependency-based systems. Constituency-based parsers
produce a hierarchically organized constituent structure, while



dependency-basedparsers produce a set of dependency link-
ages between the words of a sentence. Furthermore, parsers
could produce full parses that span the entire input string or
partial parses that are a set of locally consistent parses for
non-overlapping substrings of the input. Also, in terms of
the detail of a parse, statistical constituency-based parsers
produce relatively flat structures for Noun Phrases and Verb
groups since the treebanks they are trained off of do not an-
notate for the internal structures of these elements. Hence,
parsers that do produce internal structure for these elements
need to be normalized first so that non-recursive phrasal
constituents are flattened to chunks such as noun chunks,
verb chunks, preposition chunks.

Also, hierarchically organized constituency notation does
not have the provision to represent partial parses since an
“unattached constituent” is implicitly assumed to attach to
the highest constituent. Hence to facilitate the comparison
of partial and full parsers, we propose that the accuracy of
hierarchical structures be measured in terms of the accu-
racy of the relations between chunks that are expressed by
dependency links between certain words (typically heads)
of the chunks. Partial parses are thus penalized by their
not being able to express certain dependency links due to
unattached constituents.

Thus we propose a normalized representation that is
based on chunks and dependency links. This assumes that
all systems either directly represent their output using some
set of standard syntactic constituents, such as NP, PP, and S,
or can their convert their output into such elements.2 Eval-
uating this representation amounts to first evaluating the
flat phrasal structures such as noun chunks, verb groups,
preposition phrases (disregarding the attachment location)
and then evaluating the correctness of hierarchical struc-
tures using dependencies between words (typically, heads)
of the two chunks. If the dependency links are labeled then
evaluation could be performed with and without the labels.

One of the dimensions of adequacy evaluation is to eval-
uate parsers from the point of view of specific grammatical
constructions such as minimal and maximal Noun phrases,
Appositives, Preposition Phrase modifiers, Predicative con-
structions, Relative Clauses, Parentheticals and Predicate-
Argument relations. The degree of difficulty and accuracy
of identifying these grammatical constructions, given a parse,
depends on the representation adopted by the grammar un-
derlying the parser. The appropriateness of the representa-
tion for a task can only be evaluated by evaluating the ac-
curacy with which these grammatical constructions can be
identified. Hence we recommend that parsers be evaluated
based on their performance in identifying specific gram-
matical constructions.

6. Evaluation of the XTAG English Grammar

6.1. Intrinsic: Parsing Corpora and the TSNLP

2If the set of constituent labels of the two parsers being com-
pared are not the same then the parsers can be evaluated on unla-
beled constituents.

test-suite
In the XTAG project, we have used corpus analysis in

two main ways: (1) to measure the performance of the En-
glish grammar on a given genre and (2) to identify gaps in
the grammar. The former analysis has been performed on
Wall Street Journal, IBM Manual and ATIS data; those re-
sults are reported in [Doranet al., 1994], and simply reflect
the percentage of sentences for which any/a correct parse is
produced. We also reported our performance on a test set
of Indian newswire sentences in [Srinivaset al., 1996].

The second type of evaluation involves performing de-
tailed error analysis on the sentences rejected by the parser,
and we have done this several times on WSJ and Brown
data. Based on the results of such analysis, we prioritize
upcoming grammar development efforts. The results of a
recent error analysis are shown in Table 1. The table does
not show errors in parsing due to mistakes made by the POS
tagger which contributed the largest number of errors: 32.
At this point, we have added a treatment of punctuation
to handle #1, an analysis of time NPs (#2), a large num-
ber of multi-word prepositions (part of #3), gapless relative
clauses (#7), bare infinitives (#14) and have added the miss-
ing subcategorization (#3) and missing lexical entry (#12).
We are in the process of extending the parser to handle VP
coordination (#9) [Sarkar and Joshi, 1996]. We find that
this method of error analysis is very useful in focusing our
research efforts in a productive direction.

Rank No of errors Category of error
#1 11 Parentheticals and appositives
#2 8 Time NP
#3 8 Missing subcat
#4 7 Multi-word construction
#5 6 Ellipsis
#6 6 Not sentences
#7 3 Relative clause with no gap
#8 2 Funny coordination
#9 2 VP coordination
#10 2 Inverted predication
#11 2 Who knows
#12 1 Missing entry
#13 1 Comparative?
#14 1 Bare infinitive

Table 1: Results of Corpus Based Error Analysis

To ensure that we are not losing coverage of certain phe-
nomenon as we extend the grammar, we have a benchmark
set of grammatical and ungrammatical sentences from our
technical report [XTAG-Group, 1995]. We parse these sen-
tences periodically to ensure that in adding new features
and constructions to the grammar, we are not blocking pre-
vious analyses. There are167 example sentences in this
set.

6.1.1. TSNLP
In addition to corpus-based evaluation, we have also

run the English Grammar on the Test Suites for Natural
Language Processing (TSNLP) English corpus [Lehmann
et al., 1996]. The corpus is intended to be a systematic col-



lection of English grammatical phenomena, including com-
plementation, agreement, modification, diathesis, modality,
tense and aspect, sentence and clause types, coordination,
and negation. It contains 1409 grammatical sentences and
phrases and 3036 ungrammatical ones.

There were 42 examples which we judged ungrammat-
ical, and removed from the test corpus. These were sen-
tences with conjoined subject pronouns, where one or both
were accusative, e.g.Her and him succeed.Overall, we
parsed 61.4% of the 1367 remaining sentences and phrases.
The errors were of various types, broken down in Table 2.
As with the error analysis described above, we used this
information to help direct our grammar development ef-
forts. It also highlighted the fact that our grammar is heav-
ily slanted toward American English—our grammar did not
handledare or needas auxiliary verbs, and there were a
number of very British particle constructions, e.g.She misses
him out.

One general problem with the test-suite is that it uses
a very restricted lexicon, and if there is one problematic
lexical item it is likely to appear a large number of times
and cause a disproportionate amount of grief.Used toap-
pears 33 times and we got all 33 wrong. However, it must
be noted that the XTAG grammar has analyses for syntac-
tic phenomena that were not represented in the TSNLP test
suite such as sentential subjects and subordinating clauses
among others. This effort was, therefore, useful in high-
lighting some deficiencies in our grammar, but did not pro-
vide the same sort of general evaluation as parsing corpus
data.

6.2. Comparative Evaluation via Text Chunking
Following the model of parser evaluation described in

Section and illustrated in Figure 1, we evaluated the XTAG
parser for the text chunking task [Abney, 1991]. In particu-
lar, we compared NP chunks and verb group (VG) chunks3

produced by the XTAG parser with the NP and VG chunks
from the Penn Treebank [Marcuset al., 1993]. The test in-
volved940 sentences of length15 words or less from sec-
tions17 to23 of the Penn Treebank, parsed using the XTAG
English grammar. The results are given in Table 3.

As described earlier, the results cannot be directly com-
pared with other results in chunking such as in [Ramshaw
and Marcus, 1995] since we do not train from the Treebank
before testing. However, in earlier work, text chunking was
done using a technique called supertagging [Srinivas, 1997]
(which uses the XTAG English grammar) which can be
used to train from the Treebank. The comparative results
of text chunking between supertagging and other methods
of chunking is shown in Figure 4.4

We also performed experiments to determine the ac-
curacy of the derivation structures produced by XTAG on
WSJ text, where the derivation tree produced after pars-
ing XTAG is interpreted as a dependency parse. We took

3We treat a sequence of verbs and verbal modifiers, including
auxiliaries, adverbs, modals as constituting a verb group.

4It is important to note in this comparison that the supertagger
uses lexical information on a per word basis only to pick an initial
set of supertags for a given word.

sentences that were15 words or less from the Penn Tree-
bank [Marcuset al., 1993]. The sentences were collected
from sections17–23 of the Treebank.9891 of these sen-
tences were given at least one parse by the XTAG system.
Since XTAG typically produces several derivations for each
sentence we simply picked a single derivation from the list
for this evaluation. Better results might be achieved by
ranking the output of the parser using various techniques [Srini-
vaset al., 1995].

There were some striking differences in the dependen-
cies implicit in the Treebank and those given by XTAG
derivations. For instance, often a subject NP in the Tree-
bank is linked with the first auxiliary verb in the tree, either
a modal or a copular verb. Also XTAG produces some de-
pendencies with a NP, while a large number of NPs in the
Treebank are directly dependent on the verb. To normal-
ize for these facts, we took the output of the NP and VG
chunker described above and accepted as correct any de-
pendencies that emanated from one chunk to another.

For example, for the sentenceBorrowed shares on the
Amex rose to another record, the XTAG and Treebank chunks
are shown below.

XTAG chunks:
[Borrowed shares] [on the Amex] [rose]

[to another record]
Treebank chunks:

[Borrowed shares on the Amex] [rose]
[to another record]

Using these chunks, we can normalize for the fact that
in the dependencies produced by XTAGborrowedis depen-
dent onshareswhile in the Treebankborrowedis directly
dependent on the verbrose. The dependencies for the sen-
tence are given below.

XTAG dependency Treebank dependency

Borrowed::shares Borrowed::rose
shares::rose shares::rose
on::shares on::shares
the::Amex the::Amex
Amex::on Amex::on
rose::NIL rose::NIL
to::rose to::rose
another::record another::record
record::to record::to

After this normalization, testing simply consisted of count-
ing how many of the dependency links produced by XTAG
matched the Treebank dependency links. Due to some to-
kenization and subsequent alignment problems we could
only test on835 of the original9891 parsed sentences. There
were a total of6135 dependency links extracted from the
Treebank. The XTAG parses also produced6135 depen-
dency links for the same sentences. Of the dependencies
produced by the XTAG parser,5165 were correct giving us
an accuracy of84:2%.

7. Conclusion



Error Class % Example
POS Tag 19.7% She adds to/V it , He noises/N him abroad
Missing lex item 43.3% usedas an auxiliary V,calm NP down
Missing tree 21.2% should’ve, bet NP NP S, regard NP as Adj
Feature clashes 3% My every firm, All money
Rest 12.8% approx, e.g.

Table 2: Breakdown of TSNLP Errors

NP Chunking VG Chunking
Recall 82.15% 74.51%
Precision 83.94% 76.43%

Table 3: Text Chunking performance of the XTAG parser

In this paper, the various methods used to evaluate the
XTAG parser and English grammar were described. We
considered the methods proposed in the literature for gram-
mar and parser evaluation and gave some empirical reasons
why we chose to use certain methods over others. We de-
scribed a general framework which was then used to eval-
uate the English grammar and parser developed as part of
the XTAG project. We also gave results based on the frame-
work proposed. In particular, we gave results on text chunk-
ing using the XTAG grammar and parser.

8. *
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